This test does not measure your intelligence, your fluency with words and certainly not your mathematical ability. It will however, give you some gauge of your mental flexibility and creativity. Supposedly in the three years since the test was developed, it has been found that few people could solve more than half the first day. Many reported getting answers long after the test had been set aside, at unexpected moments when their minds were relaxed, and some reported solving questions over a period of several days. Take this as a personal challenge and share it!

Example: 16 = O in a P (Answer 16 ounces in a pound)

1) 26 = L of the A
2) 7 = D in a W
3) 1001 = AN
4) 12 = S of the Z
5) 54 = C in a D
6) 9 = P in the SS
7) 88 = PK
8) 13 = S on the AF
9) 32 = DF at which WF
10) 18 = H on a GC
11) 90 = D in a RA
12) 200 = D for PG in M
13) 8 = S on a SS
14) 3 = BM (SHTR)
15) 4 = Q in a G
16) 24 = H in a D
17) 1 = W on a U
18) 5 = D in a ZC
19) 57 = HV
20) 11 = P on a FBT
21) 1000 = W that a P is W
22) 29 = D in F in a LY
23) 64 = S on a CB
24) 40 = D and N of the GF
25) 76 = T in the BP
26) 50 = W to LYL
27) 99 = BOB on the W
28) 60 = S in a M
29) 1 = H on a U
30) 9 = J on the SC
31) 7 = B for SB
32) 21 = D on a D
33) 7 = W of the AW
34) 15 = M on a DMC

Scoring: 1-6 Average 7-12 Somewhat Intelligent 13-18 intelligent 19+ genius
Answers

This test does not measure your intelligence, your fluency with words and certainly not your mathematical ability. It will however give you some gauge of your mental flexibility and creativity. Supposedly in the three years since the test was developed, it has been found that few people could solve more than half the first day. Many reported getting answers long after the test had been set aside, at unexpected moments when their minds were relaxed and some reported solving questions over a period of several days. Take this as a personal challenge and share it!

Example: 16 = O in a P (Answer 16 ounces in a pound)

1) 26 = L of the A letters of the alphabet __________________________
2) 7 = D in a W days in a week __________________________
3) 1001 = AN Arabian nights __________________________
4) 12 = S of the Z signs of the Zodiac __________________________
5) 54 = C in a D cards in a deck __________________________
6) 9 = P in the SS planets in the solar system __________________________
7) 88 = PK piano keys __________________________
8) 13 = S on the AF stripes on the American flag __________________________
9) 32 = DF at which WF degrees Fahrenheit at which water freezes __________________________
10) 18 = H on a GC holes on a golf course __________________________
11) 90 = D in a RA degrees in a right angle __________________________
12) 200 = D for PG in M dollars for passing go in Monopoly __________________________
13) 8 = S on a SS sides on a stop sign __________________________
14) 3 = BM (SHTR) blind mice (see how they run) __________________________
15) 4 = Q in a G quarts in a gallon __________________________
16) 24 = H in a D hours in a day __________________________
17) 1 = W on a U wheel on a unicycle __________________________
18) 5 = D in a ZC digits in a zip code __________________________
19) 57 = HV Heinz varieties __________________________
20) 11 = P on a FBT players on a football team __________________________
21) 1000 = W that a P is W words that a picture is worth __________________________
22) 29 = D in F in a LY days in February in a leap year __________________________
23) 64 = S on a CB squares on a checker (chess) board __________________________
24) 40 = D and N of the GF days and nights of the great flood __________________________
25) 76 = T in the BP trombones in the big parade __________________________
26) 50 = W to LYL ways to leave your lover __________________________
27) 99 = BOB on the W bottles of beer on the wall __________________________
28) 60 = S in a M seconds in a minute __________________________
29) 1 = H on a U horn on a unicorn __________________________
30) 9 = J on the SC judges on the Supreme Court __________________________
31) 7 = B for SB brides for seven brothers __________________________
32) 21 = D on a D dots on a die __________________________
33) 7 = W of the AW wonders of the ancient world __________________________
34) 15 = M on a DMC men on a dead man’s chest __________________________

Scoring: 1-6 Average 7-12 Somewhat Intelligent 13-18 intelligent 19+ genius